**PIPE CHIME BAG**

**MATERIALS**
1. 16" X 20" NONSTRETCHING FABRIC
2. 1/4" OR 3/8" THICK RIBBON (21" LONG)
3. THREAD

**INSTRUCTIONS**
1. CUT MATERIAL 16" X 20".
2. PLACE FABRIC RIGHT SIDE DOWN.
3. DOUBLE HEM THE TOP BY FOLDING THE TOP EDGE TWICE (.25" EACH) AND SEW IN THE MIDDLE.
4. FOLD FABRIC IN HALF WITH RIGHT SIDES TOGETHER (FOLDED HEM IS ON THE OUTSIDE OF BAG).
5. CUT RIBBON 21" LONG.
6. FOLD RIBBON IN HALF WITH PATTERN FACING EACH OTHER ON THE INSIDE (IF APPLIES).
7. PLACE RIBBON BETWEEN FABRIC PIECES 2" FROM THE TOP OF THE HEMED EDGE AND PLACE THE FOLDED EDGE OF THE RIBBON FLUSH WITH THE OUTSIDE EDGES.
8. SEW ALONG THE SIDE AND BOTTOM OF FABRIC .25" FROM THE EDGE.
9. FOLD FABRIC INSIDE OUT CREATING YOUR BAG.
10. FOLD RIBBON ENDS .25" AND GLUE TO PREVENT FRAYING.